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Greece: what if?    
   

● Time is running out for Greece: While Greek voters support Syriza and its 
programme, according to polls, they are not betting their money on it. Deposit 
outflows could make the banking system illiquid any day now and delayed tax 
payments could starve the government of cash as early as March. 

● We see a 65% chance that Greece will stay in the euro: The chance of Greece’s 
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras making a U-turn remains 45%, in our view. We raise 
our forecast for the probability of a change in government in Athens to a more 
pro-European coalition from 15% to 20%. By contrast, we can by now almost rule 
out the scenario of Greece partly defaulting but staying in the euro (previously 
5%). Mr Tsipras’s new economic crisis makes achieving the necessary primary 
surpluses virtually impossible. 

● That leaves a 35% risk of Greek default and euro exit: In practice, this could 
happen in two ways: (1) the double populist coalition rejects the Eurozone offer 
and starts printing money; (2) Mr Tsipras calls a referendum which concludes in a 
vote for exit, despite 80% of Greeks currently wanting to stay. 

● Capital controls are becoming more likely: They would almost certainly 
accompany Grexit. Even in the more-benign scenarios, the combination of 
recession, outflows and, potentially, new elections might require at least a mild 
form of capital control. We see a 55% chance for some form of capital controls. 

● But what if the worst happens?: In this report we look at the potential short-term 
and long-term fallout from Grexit for Greece and the Eurozone. 

● In the first few months after the exit decision, Greece would have to survive a 

collapse of its financial system amid widespread default. Economic uncertainty 
and capital controls would trigger severe output contraction. 

● The Eurozone might face some financial market turbulence: However, the ECB’s 
sovereign bond purchases should limit the risk of contagion. European banks are 
awash with liquidity, so a massive deposit outflow is unlikely. A dip in economic 
confidence could delay the economic recovery, but probably not for long. 

● In the longer run, Greece’s future outside the Eurozone would depend on its 
policy choices. A Venezuela/Argentina scenario of years of populist leadership 
eroding economic foundations looks most likely. Retaining or quickly regaining 
EU membership would be crucial for Greece. 

● While in theory, a sharp devaluation would make Greece’s economy more cost 

competitive, massive inflation would impoverish large parts of Greek society: In 
order to maintain its grip on power, Syriza – whose leaders are not great believers 
in central bank independence anyway – might print money to fund expensive 
social policies. 

● Greece has structural problems beyond the euro; these will not go away: Such 
problems include the rigid labour market, the ineffective public sector and 
powerful vested interests closing off services sectors. Tackling these will be even 
more difficult without the external pressure from Greece’s European and 
international partners. 

● Long-term consequences for the Eurozone would be mixed: On the one hand, 
Grexit could set a dangerous precedent. It could lead to higher risk premiums and, 
thus, borrowing costs in parts of the periphery. On the other hand, it would give 
bite to Europe’s rules. It would raise the incentives for good macro policies to 
safeguard euro membership and would deflate populists. 

● Greece has a much better chance of turning the corner inside the sometimes 
restrictive but ultimately healthy Eurozone corset. Germany, the Netherlands, 
Spain, Portugal or Ireland all worked through domestic troubles and structural 
problems within the Eurozone. Greece can, too. 
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Greek short-term: making the disorderly orderly 

The negotiations between Greece and its creditors remain deadlocked: Some of the 
arguments may boil down to semantics, such as the question of whether the troika should 
be renamed. At the margin, the question of how debt relief could be handled at a later stage 
might be surmountable. But there are many crucial issues of substance that will be difficult 
to resolve. The Greek government is seeking temporary funding to sustain its expenditure 
and banking system while it is reversing structural reforms, such as the liberalisation of the 
labour market. At a later stage, it could seek more funding to reverse the public sector 
cutbacks and increase social spending. In contrast, the Eurozone is offering Greece funding 
to complete the adjustment programme with only small, face-saving changes. But what if 
the Greek government rejects that offer? 

Already, Greece’s economy is suffering badly. Business confidence tanked in January and 
banks are facing severe outflows of deposits. Even if businesses still wanted to invest, 
banks are probably cutting back lending severely in order to preserve liquidity. Likewise, 
households will be hanging on to the cash they have withdrawn from their accounts, 
cutting consumer spending. Government finances are also in deep trouble. Tax revenues 
had fallen €1bn short of expectations in January already and are likely to have deteriorated 
since, as citizens decide not to pay some taxes in anticipation of Syriza abolishing them 
anyway. The primary surplus the Samaras government had delivered under enormous 
labours is history. Even without the upcoming loan redemptions and interest payments, 
the administration will struggle to keep up payments of pensions and salaries for long. 

Without an official support programme for Greece, the ECB would be forced to withdraw 
its authorisation of emergency liquidity assistance (ELA) eventually. While there is no 
direct connection between ELA and the bail-out, the renewed Greek recession is likely to 
turn the Greek banks’ liquidity issue into a solvency problem. Even if Greece eventually 
secures an agreement, a mild form of capital control might have to be imposed, particularly 
if the coalition breaks apart and new elections are called. Greece would have to recapitalise 
its banks, for which it does not have the money. Without even the prospect of a bail-out 
agreement, the ECB would cut Greek banks of their liquidity life-line. Greece would have to 
impose capital controls, which would aggravate the economic downturn massively. This 
situation would be unsustainable. 

How Grexit could happen: referendum or no referendum? 

How do you exit the euro? It has never been done before. In theory, a Greek euro exit could 
happen by stealth. As the government runs out of money to pay its day-to-day bills, wages 
and salaries, it may decide to issue IOUs. To persuade people to accept them instead of 
euros, the government would have to give them a value by, for example, accepting them to 
settle tax bills. That would effectively make them a parallel legal tender and thus the 
nucleus of a new currency: “drachmas”. 

However, Grexit by stealth is unlikely in our view. A euro exit would be an extremely 
important political decision. There are two stylised scenarios for this. 

A simple vote in parliament: The Tsipras government rejects the Eurozone’s offer for help. 
After a vote in parliament, where Syriza and ANEL have a comfortable majority of 162 to 
138, Mr Tsipras orders severe capital controls and tells the Greek central bank to print 
drachmas to fund Syriza’s pre-election promises. While the banking system is closed, 
Greece would convert deposits and loans into drachmas and stamp euro notes. After a few 
days, banks would re-open. This option has a legitimacy problem, however. Euro exit was 
not part of Mr Tsipras’s pre-election promises and polls give him no mandate for it. Some 
of the Syriza parliamentarians might not follow Mr Tsipras in parliament. Instead, they 
might support the pro-European opposition of the New Democracy, Pasok and Potami 
parties in a constructive vote of no-confidence, removing the Tsipras administration and 
installing a new pro-European government of national unity. Mr Tsipras may not survive a 
unilateral attempt to take Greece out of the euro politically. 

Referendum: Under this scenario, Mr Tsipras would call a referendum over euro 
membership as quickly as possible. With more than 80% of Greeks supporting Mr Tsipras’s 
demands and a similar share supporting euro membership, one side would have to give. A 
referendum might be a clean way to decide. Greece has not had a referendum in 40 years, 
but parliament could call one with a simple majority and hold it within 30 days. However, 
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by the time the referendum is actually held, all euros might have left Greece already. To 
prevent that, severe capital controls would need to be imposed. The entire economy would 
be running on empty or, effectively, barter trade during that period. That would give voters 
a taste of what is to come. It may potentially help to persuade Greece to stay. In addition, 
we expect the Eurozone to offer just enough face-saving compromises to sway the 
referendum. However, we cannot exclude the risk that the disappointment in Greece over 
the perceived lack of flexibility prompts Greeks to take the risk of plunging into the 
unchartered waters of euro exit. 

Greece would need to restore its financial system quickly 

Once the Grexit decision has been taken, Greece would need to come through the inevitable 
collapse of its financial system and restore it as quickly as possible. Ahead of the forced 
conversion, capital flight would intensify. The reported decline in Greek deposits by €21bn 
since the beginning of December (see chart below) would just be the beginning if Grexit 
were to become an even bigger threat. The Greek banking system would have to be closed 
down for some time until deposits and loans are redenominated as drachmas. Domestic, 
euro bank notes might be stamped “drachma”, Greek euro coins may become drachma 
coins. It would probably take months to print and coin the new currency. 

The forced conversion is likely to bankrupt many companies and banks with an asset-
liability mismatch, ie those with large domestic assets but external loans. Normal 
bankruptcy law would apply to resolve most cases and leave creditors with significant 
losses. Some of the collateral, such as buildings and machines, may be sold to satisfy the 
creditors. This might erode Greece’s productive capital further. 

As virtually all government debt is also under foreign law, the government would have to 
declare bankruptcy and would be unable to help companies and banks with their euro 
liabilities. A major risk could be long-lasting legal proceedings, making it difficult to find 
buyers for companies as these businesses might face future legal challenges. The 
government itself might face years of legal uncertainty, which would weigh heavily on 
prospects for a return to capital markets, as the example of Argentina shows. 

Even if the financial system is managed as well as possible under the circumstances, we 
expect the cash drought and capital controls to set off a sharp recession in Greece. GDP may 
decline by another 5-10%. The economy might be particularly severely hit if Grexit and the 
economic chaos coincide with the beginning of the summer holiday season, which would 
probably lead to large numbers of cancellations from tourists. 

A major pitfall for a “smooth” Greek euro exit could be that, according to much of the 
relevant literature (see Athanassiou, 20091), it would potentially also entail forced exit from 
the EU and thus the world’s largest internal market. In that case, Greece would also forgo 
the EU cohesion and rural development funds, which would amount to a loss of €20bn 
(equal to on average 1% of GDP per year) in 2014-20. The EU may find ways to keep Greece 
in, for instance by negotiating re-accession to the EU after a “logical second” during euro 
exit. However, the process might be tricky, since it involves not just the Eurozone but the 
EU as a whole. Some countries, such as the UK, may exploit the opportunity to further their 
own agendas. Grexit could open the Pandora’s box of treaty renegotiation. 

 

  

                                                                    
1 P Athanassiou (2009) „Withdrawal and expulsion from the EU and EMU“, ECB legal working paper 

series, No. 10, December 2009. 
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Eurozone short-term: panic unlikely in QE world 

Would Grexit spark a catastrophic run on bank deposits and public sector debt in the 
periphery? We think not. 2015 is not 2012. The Eurozone has well-oiled rescue machinery 
in place to contain financial and economic contagion from Grexit. 

Of course, a Greek euro exit could still, at least temporarily, shake investors’ and 
companies’ trust in the Eurozone staying together. Investors might pull out of assets in 
other Eurozone countries seen as vulnerable, such as Portugal, Ireland, Spain or Italy. 
However, financial market contagion is unlikely to last very long in the Eurozone’s new 
quantitative easing (QE) world. With the ECB about to start purchasing up to €60bn in 
government bonds each month, holders of Spanish and other “peripheral” bonds are 
unlikely to panic. If they do, the Eurozone could give countries emergency credit lines 
through the €500bn European Stability Mechanism (ESM). In major emergencies, this 
would be beefed up by the ECB’s outright monetary transactions (OMT) commitment to 
purchasing potentially unlimited amounts of bonds in order to restore monetary policy 
transmission. With this kind of firepower in the background, any financial market 
contagion effect would be short-lived – as long as countries do not deviate from the reform 
path. 

Eurozone banks are much safer after the ECB’s comprehensive assessment. The ECB is 
flooding the financial system with liquidity, which should effectively mitigate and, thus, 
implicitly avert any bank run. 

One risk is that credit rating agencies respond by factoring in higher probabilities for euro 
exit in other countries’ credit scores. If any country falls into junk territory, this might force 
it into an ESM bail-out to sustain its banks’ access to ECB funding. That could be politically 
tricky, especially for large countries such as Italy. However, Italy’s and Spain’s highest 
credit ratings are currently three notches above junk territory and thus probably safe. In 
the case of Spain, rating momentum has been upward recently. For Portugal, Grexit might 
temporarily delay the long-awaited full return to investment grade. 

The losses: €350bn at stake 

Greece exiting the euro would be an expensive affair. Via bilateral loans from the first bail-
out and the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) loans of the second bail-out, 
Eurozone taxpayers have directly lent €195bn to Greece (see table). In addition, the IMF, in 
which Eurozone countries excluding Greece hold 23% of the shares, has lent €31bn to 
Greece. The ECB had Greek government bonds with a face value of €28bn in its book at the 
end of 2013, although redemptions have probably reduced that sum significantly towards 
€20bn since then. With the IMF senior to other bond holders, most losses would have to be 
borne by the EFSF and Eurozone members.  

Lending to Greece is already largely accounted for in the gross debt ratios under the 
Maastricht criterion (Eurostat reports that inter-governmental lending in the context of the 
financial crisis accounted for €241bn or 2.4ppt of the Eurozone debt ratio of 92.1% of GDP 
in Q3 2014) and would therefore not change debt ratios much. However, countries would 
lose future repayments and thus be forced to report higher deficits. With Greek interest 
payments delayed until 2022 anyway, and repayments not starting earlier, there would be 
no impact on Eurozone public finances for years, however. The only real damage would be 
political, as Eurosceptics could point to the losses as a cost of euro membership. 
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Table: international exposures to Greece 

  Exposure €bn 

First bailFirst bailFirst bailFirst bail----outoutoutout    73.073.073.073.0    

Bilateral loans 52.9 

IMF 20.1 

Second bailSecond bailSecond bailSecond bail----outoutoutout    152.9152.9152.9152.9    

EFSF 141.9 

IMF 11.0 

ECBECBECBECB    92.792.792.792.7    

SMP Bond purchases 27.7 

TARGET2 Balance 65.0 

MRO/LTRO 0.0 

Total EU/IMF officialTotal EU/IMF officialTotal EU/IMF officialTotal EU/IMF official    318.6318.6318.6318.6    

Private sectorPrivate sectorPrivate sectorPrivate sector    34.234.234.234.2    

Bank to government 18.7 

Bank to bank 1.8 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    352.8352.8352.8352.8    
 

Notes: the Bank of Greece’s emergency liquidity assistance facility is 

an exposure of Greece’s taxpayers. However, the ELAs form an upper 

limit for the TARGET2 deficit. We assume TARGET2 balances to 

have reached the ELA threshold, which reportedly was €65bn at the 

time of writing. Sources: EFSF, German finance ministry, IMF, Bank of 

Greece, BIS 

Beyond the Greek bonds the ECB holds outright, it is exposed to a Greek default risk via its 
monetary policy operations with Greek banks. The ECB has cut its direct exposure to Greek 
banks with the decision on 11 February to remove Greek assets from the list of eligible 
collateral. As a result, the €54bn the ECB had previously lent to Greek banks has, by now, 
probably been moved to the €65bn Bank of Greece’s emergency liquidity assistance facility. 
This is on the balance sheet of the Bank of Greece and would, thus, be converted into 
Drachmas.  

However, some of the lending to Greek banks may have been moved out of the country via 
the ECB’s payment system, TARGET2. At the peak of the crisis in 2012, Greece had amassed 
a deficit of €110bn in TARGET2. In December 2014, the TARGET2 deficit was only €49bn, 
but it is likely to have increased significantly again towards the ELA threshold of €65bn by 
now. It is not clear what would happen with the TARGET2 balances in the case of Grexit, 
but they would increase European exposure to Greece. Assuming the TARGET2 deficit is 
€65bn by the time of Grexit and is lost in full, the ECB, which has capital and reserves of 
€95bn (Eurosystem) would have to be recapitalised. That could happen immediately or, 
more likely, by taxpayers forgoing dividend payments for a number of years.  

Private sector exposures to Greece are small: According to BIS data, European banks held 
only €34bn in claims on the Greek government, banks and the non-financial private sector 
in September 2014. This was 0.2% of their total international claims of €16trn. In the very 
unlikely case that such a small exposure causes any bank to struggle, Europe has more than 
enough tools in place to deal with that.  

The direct economic consequences of Greece’s euro exit are also likely to be small: The 
Greek economy accounted for merely 1.9% of Eurozone GDP; in 2014 Greece ranked as 
Germany’s 40th most-important trading partner, receiving 0.4% of German exports. Even a 
severe recession of 10% of GDP, with imports falling by 30-50% in one year, would reduce 
German exports by merely 0.2% and GDP by 0.1%. 

As we have seen in the past, however, the mere confidence shock could halt the Eurozone’s 
recovery for a while. Having experienced Grexit, companies in other southern European 
countries may abstain from investing in their economies given the political fragilities. That 
would hold back growth and job creation and slow down fiscal progress as well in parts of 
the periphery. The ECB could react to such a scenario with even more monetary stimulus, 
although that might have limited additional impact. Potentially, in such a case the 
Eurozone would loosen the fiscal reins a little in order to provide a fiscal boost to kick-start 
the economy Ironically, Grexit might then trigger the fiscal boost some have said would be 
necessary to prevent Grexit from happening in the first place. 
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Some observers fear (or hope) that Grexit would become a geopolitical risk for the EU and 
the West because Russia or China might step in and increase their influence in the 
Mediterranean by funding the new government. That gives the EU a clear incentive to find 
legal ways either to maintain Greece’s membership status or open negotiations for re-
admission immediately. 

Chart 1: New deposit flight in Greece Chart 2: credit rating – Italy and Spain three notches above junk 

  

Total non-financial private sector MFI deposits, € bn. Source: ECB, for 

January and February estimates based on news agency reports 

Credit rating, highest from Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, Fitch. Source: 

Bloomberg. 
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The long-term for Greece: UK or Argentina? 

Once the immediate shock of Grexit is digested and the financial system restored, Greece 
will be faced with the challenge of rebuilding trust in its economy and financial system. 
Depending on the choices made, Greece could hypothetically rebound like the UK did after 
it left the EU’s Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) in 1992, and grow like any low-income EU 
country thereafter. But Greece could also sink in an ever-accelerating inflationary spiral – 
as happened in Venezuela or Argentina – losing population and political stability along the 
way. It is too early to tell which scenario would play out, but we see a much bigger risk of 
an Argentina-type result as opposed to a benign situation of tough reforms to restore 
credibility. 

UK scenario: government restores market access, enjoys competitiveness boost 

Eurosceptics have long provided a positive story of Greece after euro exit. A devalued 
currency – many forecast an initial drop by at least 50% – and much reduced public and 
private sector debt after a general default would put Greece in a good starting position for a 
dynamic recovery. An independent central bank would quickly restore credibility if it 
avoids the risk of an ever-continuing inflationary spiral. Good macro and fiscal policies 
would, over time, restore market access for funding and attract international investment. 

● Tourism: Tourism in particular might benefit from increased cost competitiveness vis-
à-vis Eurozone rivals, such as Spain or Italy, and attract strong inward investment from 
foreigners and Greeks returning capital from abroad. 

● Manufacturing: Greece might attract the manufacturing bases of foreign companies, if 
it manages to stay in the EU. As imports become much more expensive, they might 
soon be substituted with domestically produced alternatives, broadening the 
manufacturing base and boosting employment. 

● Interest savings to fuel productivity: As Greece can save the 4% of GDP it is currently 
spending on interest on its public debt, it could redirect the money in public investment 
and education, building the foundations for stronger productivity growth. 

● Inflation: In the first years, high legacy unemployment and thus spare capacity would 
prevent inflation and, thus, a fast erosion of the newly competitive position. 

● Structural funds: The sharp drop in measured wealth would qualify the country for 
more EU structural funds. 

However, there are major differences between the UK in 1992 and Greece in 2015. The UK 
was at the peak of macroeconomic flexibility after years of Thatcher reforms, and its ERM 
exit came before the reform reversals started. Greece, by contrast, has adopted some 
reforms but remains far away from the kind of flexibility necessary to enjoy the benefits of 
a weaker currency in full. For instance, inflation is likely to kick in with much higher 
unemployment rates, in particular if Syriza strengthens Greece’s orthodox labour unions in 
collective bargaining and if it raises minimum wages. In addition to Syriza making the 
Greek economy less flexible, being excluded from financial markets would mean years of 
austerity as Greece could not borrow. That leads to a different, far-less-benign scenario. 

Argentina scenario: populism continuously erodes economic foundations 

The devaluation of Greece’s new currency, for all its potential positive impacts on cost 
competitiveness, will have a devastating effect on the living standards of Greece’s poor and 
middle classes, who will be faced with massive inflation. Wealthier households have 
probably already parked and protected their money abroad and can benefit from the 
devaluation by repatriating part of their funds to buy up assets on the cheap. However, the 
less well-off have little to park and repatriate. Instead their drachma incomes will be 
insufficient to pay for imported food and energy.  

For example, Greek food imports accounted for 12% of total imports, compared to only 7% 
in Germany. Much of that could probably be substituted with domestic produce, but that 
might not alleviate price pressures much as Greek farmers would prefer to sell their 
produce abroad at higher prices, too. To alleviate the pain, the government may be tempted 
to try to restore political capital by using its new-found monetary independence to print 
the money it needs for a lavish social assistance programme and public sector job creation. 
The central bank would lend directly to the government, thus creating permanent inflation. 
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Price controls for food and other goods may artificially contain official inflation rates, but 
outsource the problem to the black market. Greece’s inflation would likely remain in 
double-digit territory, while the government would try to ensure its survival by blaming 
the rich for the failures and for keeping their money abroad. Many in Syriza have such 
leanings, not least the party’s chief economist John Milios, who advocates the monetisation 
of government debt in the Eurozone as a whole. 

This is the Argentina or Venezuela scenario. However, these countries can rely on their 
natural resources to bring in hard currency, while Greece would have to rely on tourism, 
which requires political stability. Restoring market access with Syriza leadership and 
policies would be extremely difficult, but would provide another convenient scapegoat for a 
populist government in Athens: international investors who do not lend to the country. 

The structural weaknesses of the Greek economy, especially the labour market and product 
market rigidities, and the stranglehold of vested interests over policy making would not go 
away with the euro. If nothing changes, Greece would very quickly become uncompetitive 
again and have to devalue once more. Successive devaluations would reduce the incentive 
for foreign and domestic investors to invest. This would lead to chronic underinvestment 
in the economy, making it more difficult for Greece to close the income gap with its 
European neighbours. Whether tourism can thrive in an environment of widespread 
poverty for large parts of the population is another open question. 

Staying in the EU, while it keeps open access to the biggest internal market in the world 
and secures transfer payments, could also prove a challenge. Greeks might be voting with 
their feet. If the future government failed to restore economic prosperity, the EU’s free 
movement of labour could swell the ranks of Greek émigrés, further undermining the long-
term potential of the economy. 

Political stability at risk 

It is difficult to predict how Greek politics would evolve in the longer-run after a Grexit. In 
Argentina, left wing populists managed to hold on to power despite near-permanent 
economic crisis by doing enough to pacify unrest. In Greece, the pro-European movement 
would likely be much stronger. It would probably soon win elections and improve policies. 
But it would still take years to get into a position of seeking re-admission to the Eurozone. 
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